Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 12/2/20
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The new EdgeX CLI (for Hanoi) has been released. Find it at
https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-cli/releases.
o There was a discussion about whether we are/will support the new Mac ARM 64
systems with CLI or other EdgeX artifacts. There is little information about supporting
infrastructure at this time, but we hope that our ARM artifacts can be used on this
platform. To be tracked for later in the release cycle.
EdgeX Hanoi documents should be cut soon. Jim has asked to hold off until all remaining Hanoi
related document changes can be made and a review of the docs can be conducted. Jim has this
task.
Applications/Analytics WG project board (Github) is updated for Ireland.
Device Services WG project board update for Ireland is in progress. A wiki page has been
created to capture all Ireland related work.
TestQA reports blackbox tests are passing again (issue related to go mod bootstrapping change
has been corrected).
The Postman blackbox tests will be archived soon. Postman tests associated with CI/CD
processes/pipelines will also be stopped soon. This was a task associated with Ireland as we
move completely to TAF.
Modbus scalability tests are discovering some complex issues (see meeting recording of 12/1 for
details). These are being worked by architects.
LF has applied for an open source Docker Hub license account to help lift the rate limits now
applied by Docker Hub. Jim to track with Eric Ball of LF.
EdgeX Ready program is working on terms and conditions legal documents with LF.
IOTech will present at the next meeting of the adopter series (Jan 19th)
Hanoi press release is due to come out this week (with update to the web site and blog posting).
VMWare UI team is planning to use a new Javascript framework in creation of the new UI for
Ireland.
ADR’s currently under review:
o OCI Container / #140
o DS Sends Events / #276
o Secret Provider for all / #281
o DS Filters / #282
Next week’s TSC meeting (and Core WG meeting) are cancelled. Jim will be out next week.
During this week’s architect’s meeting, 3 minor decisions were made:
o modules will be tagged going forward (with edgex-go release)
o Docker image names will drop the ‘go’, ‘c’, and ‘docker’ prefix/suffix
o Docker images will be built with Alpine 3.12/Go 1.15 where applicable
o Other architect issues prioritized (those coming from Ireland planning). See
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Monthly+Architects%27+Meeting
Per last week’s TSC, Jim is working with WG leads to collect inclusive language issues (or
potential issues). WG leads are asked to report in by Jan 15th. Jim is also coordinating with LF
on this.
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Jim is working to start a China/PRC TSC meeting. Seeking TSC members to volunteer to come to
a once a month meeting (on a rotation basis). Also looking for translator assistance as the
meeting would be in Chinese.

